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Art and motorcycling have this in common: they do not 
rank as absolute necessities in the world of today, but 
they delight and inspire, and at their best they can both 
bring people together. Marcel Bastiaans is an emotional- 
realism artist and rider of a BMW R nineT. So he knows 
his way around both worlds. Anything he says, you can 
believe. After all, he knows what he's talking about.

IT'S THE  
DETAILS.
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Sometimes I just paint 

the floor or read

a book,

even if I have urgent 

commissions waiting.
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I never bother my head about the 
risks. I've crashed motorbikes

a number of times and I have 
the  scars  to prove it. I live my 

life and enjoy it.

/

MARCEL BASTIAANS 

There have been many highlights in the life of Marcel Bastiaans. 

The moment when he started painting, for example, at age 

six. And Bastiaans has become one of the most sought-after 

proponents of EMOTIONAL REALISM in art. Queen Beatrix 

of the Netherlands has visited his exhibition, Marina Picasso 

granted him permission to exhibit in Cannes, France, and his 

portrait picture of Tintin, Hergé's famous comic character, was 

projected on to the wall of a skyscraper in downtown New York. 

bmw-motorrad.com/bastiaans

marcelbastiaans.com

I S
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An R  n i n e T  has a 
fascinating effect. It looks so 

good that anybody who rides one 
automatically

h a s  s o  m u c h  m o r e  a p p e a l . 

It's the details, the in-

gredients, that render an 

R nineT
beauti�l.

Every individual is 

their own STAGE 
 DIRECTOR, so I say:

stage yourself well.

My studio is like an island 
reserved just for me. I step 
inside and shut the door and 
I'm on my island and I can 
play the whole day long.

/

That

 
is part of the attraction for me. 
Most definitely.

SOUND

Art & bike     /
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"G  

 o!", Mahoney yelled, smacking Quinn   
 on the thigh, to get his attention. 

She'd vaulted off the back of the bike, and now 
stood beside him, helmet in her hands. "Get him. 
I'll be right behind you."

Quinn gave her a quick thumbs-up and goosed 
the engine to speed across the pavilion toward 
the open doors, standing on the pegs as he  
hopped the opposite curb.

Evening commuters in D.C. were used to a 
certain amount of chaos and were only just begin-
ning to understand they were in danger. Some, 
having lived through the 2002 sniper attacks, zig-

 CODENAME:  
   THE  
 HAMMER.

THREE MIDDLE EASTERN TERRORISTS HAVE 
BEEN INJECTED WITH A BIOLOGICAL WEAPON,  HUMAN TIME 
BOMBS UNLEASHED ON AMERICAN SOIL.THEY ARE PREPARED 
TO DIE, TO ANNIHILATE MILLIONS.
 AN EXCERPT FROM NATIONAL SECURITY, THE BESTSELLER 
BY MARC CAMERON.

zagged across the open ground, seeking shelter 

up blankly with open mouths, like sheep.

Kalil pumped his arms, running like he was on 

Quinn was able to squeeze his bike through the 
south doors seconds before they shut, just feet 
behind his target.

to the left, sprinting with all his might past a long 
set of low tablelike benches under the vaulted  

speed up to get through the doors, Jericho 
overshot the turn.

46  /     Bestseller

slick marble, throwing up a thick 
plume of white smoke. Quinn 
slammed his foot on the ground, 
pivoting the bike, making him 
thankful for his heavy boots.

Kalil tore through the arched 
portal at the end of the marble 
corridor, running as if pursued 
by the devil himself. Sliding on 

entering the Main Hall, shoving 
startled tourists and commuters as he vanished 
around the corner.

Jericho gassed the throttle, shifting into third 
gear by the time he reached the 
opening and leaned into his turn. 
His heart sank as he rounded 

man in blue overalls mopping the 
glistening wet marble. Kalil had 
slipped as he ran past and 
knocked over the mop bucket. He 
was up again and moving fast.

Already leaning well into his turn, 
Jericho felt the bike begin to slide. 
He straightened her as best he 
could, and cranked the handle-
bars hard right, laying on the pow-
er to drift the rear tire sideways 
at high speed and stay in his turn 
without spilling. He needed the 
tire spinning fast when he cleared 

boxer twin echoed in the vaulted 
chamber as Jericho slid around 

The bike squealed and smoke 
poured from the rear tire when 
they hit dry marble, laving a line  
of black rubber twenty feet long. 
Jericho straightened the front 
wheel, eased off the gas a hair, 

a burly D.C. Metro cop with a 
with a snarling German shepherd 

THE AUTHOR:  

MARC  
CAMERON
Raised in central Texas, Marc Cameron 
spent nearly thirty years in the gun 
culture of law enforcement. His as-
signments have taken him right across 
the American continent from Alaska to 
Manhattan, Canada to Mexico. He holds 

scuba diver and man-tracker.

Marc lives with his wife in Alaska. He is 
always accompanied by his Australian 

-
torcycle. He is an avid motorcyclist, as 
his readers will readily appreciate.

marccameronbooks.com
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-
telligible orders. The dog barked 
like it hadn't been fed in days. 
Evidently these two hadn't gotten 
the order to disregard marauding 

Ahead, Kalil cut left, sprinting, 
dwarfed by the towering architec-
ture of Union Station's Main Hall. 
He leapt up the wooden stairs 

of the cozy Center Café, an ornate island some 
twenty feet high in the middle of the teaming 
station.

Quinn ignored the shouting cop 
and shot past him, popping the 
clutch. He gained speed as he 
approached the staircase, close 
enough he could almost reach 
out and touch Kalil. Gassing the 
bike, he yanked up on the han-
dlebars enough to bring the front 
tire into a high wheelie as he hit 
the stairs. It was a rough ride, but 

she rumbled up the steps like a 
willing horse up a rocky slope.

This is an excerpt from Marc 

Cameron's bestseller National 

Security, the first book in his 

six-part Jericho Quinn thriller 

series.

Published by Pinnacle.
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 "I’M  
    REALLY
 BAD
    AT 
WALKING."

/     BMW G 310 R

BIKER AND LONGBOARDER. A CHALLENGE. 
IN AND AROUND SÃO PAULO. ALWAYS ONE TO 
ACCEPT A DARE: THE NEW .

TEXT 

Helmut Werb
PHOTO

Gabriel Bianchini
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Chris and Guto know: the rhythm is crucial, on the board, 
on the BMW. The bends get tighter the longer the ride 
lasts. Adrenalin – and serotonin – are shooting through 
your body. And during the crazy descent the two seem to 

52 /     BMW G 310 R
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And the fear?
"I've already been very fast 
on the board", he smiles. 

He doesn't mention fear. 
But he has respect for 
this mountain.
Respect in plenty.

/     BMW G 310 R

VIDEO

bmw-motorrad.com/g310r

Guto pirouettes 
playfully around 

with the machine 
as if it were a 
bird. Chris reacts 
instinctively as 
the skater cuts 
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BMW G 310 R

Displacement..........................

Rated power.................

Max. torque..............................

Unladen weight.....................

Seat height.............................

Seated-arc length................

Top speed.............................

Usable tank capacity.....................

Including reserve: approx. .............

313 cc

25 kW (34 hp)

28 Nm 

158.5 kg

785 mm

1785 mm

143 km/h

11 l

1 l



THE TRAVELS OF  
RICCARDO  
BURCHIELLI.
When Riccardo Burchielli starts getting talking 
about his travels, he uses words that mean a great 
deal to him: his life, his work, his hobby. Because 
along with his passion for drawing, the man from 
Italy is passionate about motorcycling. For him it's 
never about the event itself, it's about the getting 
there. "The whole point is that you don't think 
about anything except what you are doing right 
now. You've freed your mind and you plunge into 
the adventure that's waiting round the next bend", 
he says. On the bike, or at the desk where he 
creates his graphic novels. 

ricxx.blogspot.de

56 /     Graphic novel    57Graphic novel     /
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RACE

T R O P H Y

62  

A FAMILY 
 AFFAIR.

THE NOTION: BMW RACERS ALL OVER THE WORLD COM-

THIRD SEASON FOR THE BMW MOTORRAD RACE TROPHY.  
BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER BEFORE. 

/     BMW Motorrad Race Trophy
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E very now and again you come across 
an idea that makes you wonder why 
no-one thought of it earlier. "I wish 

this idea had come up ten years ago, because 
it's great", enthuses Lance Isaacs about the 
BMW Motorrad Race Trophy. The 38-year-old 
with the sunny disposition rides in the South 
African Super GP Champions Trophy. His bike: 
a BMW S 1000 RR.  In South Africa alone the 
number of participants has jumped from last 
year's 4 to 16. Because of the package that BMW 
South Africa has put together for the Race Trophy 
racers. Each registered rider gets an extensive 
set of accessories from the HP Race Parts range 
and BMW coughs up the starting fees for the 
Super GP category. 

But the big pull for very rider is that they get 
HP Race support from a BMW race engineer. 

"What most people want is expert assistance 
for tweaking the electronics", explains HP Race 
Support leader Berthold Hauser. "Every single 
customer who invests in a BMW to ride in motor-
sport events gets worldwide access to HP Race 
Support so as to extract the very best from the 
package.

BMW Motorrad also makes sure that commu-
nication works well. The racers' latest results 

the Race Trophy standings. "The BMW Motor-
rad customer motorsport program is a unique 
concept in this form", asserts Uwe Geyer, Head of 
BMW Motorrad Motorsport Marketing. "With our 
expertise and our passion, we offer all   
BMW racing motorcyclists worldwide, from 
rookies to professionals, the chance to access a 
platform where they can indulge successfully in 
racing. And despite the competitiveness every 
single rider is part of the BMW Motorrad Motor-
sport community." The Trophy always culminates 
in a gala celebration at the close of the season, 
when the most successful riders are honoured 
with accolades and receive their cash prizes.

Race Trophy

cont inents

euros in pr izes

countr ies

championship categor ies

racing ser ies
race t racks

bike:  S 1000 RR

race meet ings
races

BMW MOTORRAD RACE TROPHY

Race Trophy support kicks in as soon as you 

register. Every single registered racer gets 

a milled, multi-way adjustable HP footrest 

system from the BMW HP Race Parts range. 

And then there are the Motorsport jacket, 

shirt and two T-shirts from the collection. 

bmw-motorrad-motorsport.com

BMW Motorrad Race Trophy     /
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HOW DO YOU DEAL WITH FEAR AND RISK IN MOTORSPORT? 
When I'm on the track I always ride to the maximum, I go as fast as the mo-
torcycle will let me. I'm not afraid when I'm riding. Mostly I enjoy myself.

HOW DO YOU MASTER THE MENTAL CHALLENGES?
You have to have your head clear in order to enjoy motorcycling. I've been re-
ally lucky with my team. Everybody pulls together, everybody is professional 
and we're all working with the same aim. Everybody helps everybody else. 
So I can climb aboard the bike with nothing to trouble me. 

IS THERE A BOND BETWEEN YOU AND  
YOUR MOTORCYCLE?
I think there is. We understand each other without words. After a good race 
I tap the fuel tank in praise; if things haven't gone as well as they should I get 
off and for a while I refuse to even glance at the machine. But then I always 
relent and we give it another whirl.

IS THERE ANYTHING YOU CAN DO BETTER THAN RIDE A 
 MOTORCYCLE? 
I don't think so. But I've got pretty good at speaking with a strong Bavarian 
accent. ;-)

WHAT DOES "MAKE LIFE A RIDE" MEAN TO YOU PERSONALLY? 
Go ahead and do what you feel is right – and what's right always has 
something to do with motorbikes. The freedom to live your passion and 
experience that feeling of sharing with people who think the same way as 
you, that's what it's about. 

RIDING LESSONS I
MARKUS REITERBERGER

/        65

HOW DO YOU DEAL WITH FEAR AND RISK IN MOTORSPORT? 
Yes my sport is dangerous, I’ve experienced being injured and I therefore 
have to deal with nerves before I race but I adore racing on real roads and 
that far outweighs the fear.

HOW DO YOU MASTER THE MENTAL CHALLENGES?
My preparation for each and every event is the same procedure carried 

to my leathers, are all elements that help me prepare mentally and have me 
focused and ready to race.

IS THERE A BOND BETWEEN YOU AND  
YOUR MOTORCYCLE?
I have to admit that there is, yes.

IS THERE ANYTHING YOU CAN DO BETTER THAN RIDE A MO-
TORCYCLE? 
I’ve never been asked this before. Maybe, but I’m not telling you what that is!

WHAT DOES "MAKE LIFE A RIDE" MEAN TO YOU PERSONALLY? 

that life with a motorcycle is always better than a life without one.

RIDING LESSONS II

 

MARIA COSTELLO

          /



Anyone who rides bikes might not 
consider Sweden's long, cold winters 

as it's not the most appealing place 
during this time.

Robert Gull can't imagine anything 
better. 

Snow, ice and air temperatures down below freezing. That's 
normal for most of the year in the harsh landscapes of the 

north. And it drastically limits the number of days when the 
roads can be expected to be snow-free; not that Robert Gull 

considers that a reason to sit gloomily in a sauna for six months 
of the year. Instead, this is time well spent in the workshop 
with his father, diligently screwing spikes into the tyres of his 

BMW S 1000 RR so that he can get out and ride on a frozen 
lake. Not just any old way, but at higher speeds than anyone 

ever before. Front wheel in the air. 

over 100 metres. "It felt great breaking the record again, espe-

in the world with riders like Robert Gull. Places where they have 
plenty of ice and snow too. It was only a short time later than 

American Ryan Suchanek broke the world record again. Robert 
Gull is happy about this: "If there was no competition I wouldn't 
have the motivation to go even faster." He has just taken 

be possible", he says. He'll be sticking to his S 1000 XR until 
everything is just right for the new machine. And of course he'll 
be riding with the front wheel in the air. On ice, of course. What 

other choice would he have?

bmw-motorrad.com/ice

    THE  
 GULL 
SEASON. 
   

   Wheelie on ice
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COLL DELS REIS  
Mallorca

T urns are nature's humour. They make 
us smile. Without turns this magazine 
would make no sense. Without turns 

there probably would be no motorcycles and no 
MAKE LIFE A RIDE. So this page in TURNS will 
always contain a few words of greeting to the best 
turns in the world.  

IN THIS ISSUE: MAJORCA. 

Dear Isle of the Balearics,
You are one of the destinations most beloved 
of holiday-makers. Of tourists of all stripes, but 
especially cyclists amateur and professional alike, 
and of course us motorcyclists. In the cooler  
winter months in particular we pedal and cruise in  
our dozens the roads adorning your varying land-
scapes. To admire turquoise glittering seas, steep 
and rugged, chalk-white cliffs. This topography 
shapes some of the most beautiful roads in the 
world, like the one to the tiny port of Sa Calobra. 

THE  
SNAKE.

70 //     Tail gunner 
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The road dead-ends at the village on the coast, so the ride is twice as  
rewarding because everyone has to turn around and ride the same route 
back out. Sa Calobra translates as: the snake, and the road there and back 
certainly lives up to this promise. It twists and turns a good twelve kilome-
tres through the stark limestone countryside. The hairpin turns alone add 

achieved the status of a legend: The Nus de sa Corbata, the "knot in the tie" 
is a spectacular 270-degree twist and the brainchild of Antonio Paretti, the 
engineer from Italy who laid out the road back in 1932. They say that the no-

him while he was knotting his tie. Let's be glad the man never bothered with 
bow-ties. After the bridge and the spiral: turns, turns, turns. The best time 
of day for enjoying this ride is late afternoon, because by then the coaches 
loaded with tourists have all gone away. 

Once down at our destination there are two choices: turn round and go an-
ything but straight back up for double the fun, or put that off for a while and 
walk the short distance to the shoreline mouth of the Torrent de Pareis, the 
gorge of the two streams. It is second only to the Samaria gorge on Crete 
as the biggest in the Mediterranean area. And if the temperature is right a 
cooling splash in the water can't do any harm.
Best wishes, and see you again soon.  

Very possibly the 

world's most beautiful 

dead end: The Cala 

Sa Calobra, the "cove 

of the snake".
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